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1 Introduction

DIELECTRIC FUNCTION OF SEMICONDUCTOR SUPERLATTICE *

Guoyi Qin **

International Centre for Theoretical Physics, Trieste, Italy.

ABSTRACT

We present a calculation of the dielectric function for semiconductor OaAs /Gai-xAlzAs
super] attice talcing account of the extension of the electron envelope function and the difference of
both the dielectric constant and width between OaAs and Gai-xAlxAs layers. In the appropriate
limits, our results exactly reduce to the well-known results of the quasi two-dimensional elec-
tron gas obtained by Lee and Spector and of the periodic array of two-dimensional election layers
obtained by Das Sarma and Quinn. By means of the dielectric function of the superlattice, the
dispersion relation of the collective excitation and the screening property of semiconductor super-
lattice are discussed and compared with the results of the quasi two-dimensional system and with
the results of the periodic array of the two-dimensional electron layers.

In recent years, the properties of semiconductor superlattice have been in-

vestigated extensively. Within them the dielectric function t(q>ai) is one

of the most important because its behavior in small q limit can determine

the dispersion relations of collective excitations and its static behavior can

determine the screening potentials of ionized impurities or of the electron-

phonon interaction which is especially useful in, for example, the calculation

of phonon drag thermopower in euperlattices I1).

Simplifying the model of a semiconductor superlattice as a periodic array

of two dimensional electron layers, Das Sarma and Quinn have calculated

the dielectric function of a semiconductor superlattice in small q limit l!l.

Later, this methodwasgeneralized to deal with the periodic array of quasi

two dimensional electron layers by Tselis and Quinn I3!, but the difference

of dielectric constant between the GaAs and Gai-Z AlrAs is still neglected.

In this paper, based on the model similar to that of Tselis and Quinn,

the method suggested by Lee and Spector '*' is generalized to calculate the

dielectric function of GaAs/Gai_IAlIAs superlattice taking account of the

extension of electron envelope function and the difference of both dielectric

constant and width between the GaAs and Gaj_zAlzAs layers.
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2 Theory

Our eigenstates are taken to be

(«-*,) (i)
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and the corresponding energies are

(2)

where r is a 2D vector, k is the momentum in xy plane, n is a subband

index and / is the layer index. The /th layer ia started at Z-Zj, the odd

layers are GaAs layers with the dielectric constant f 3J + 1 and the even layers

are Ga1_IAlIAa layers with the dielectric constant (ti. ¥„(* - *j) is the

envelope function of an effective confining potential. For a quantum well of

infinite depth

*n(* ~ *J) = WTg ' ' " ( *.~ ) (3)

and

En = n?Eo with EQ - -~~. U)
2m'df

where dj=zJ+1-Z( is the width of the /th layer. We assume an external

perturbing potential of the form

V'xt(r, z\ t) = (5)

and use the Ehrenreich- Cohen self-consistent field prescription to calculate

the induced electron density

(6)

here a is a composite index a = n,k,/ and

in which ib(Ea) is a Fermi function. The self-consislent potential V is com-

posed of an external potential V*1' and a induced potential Vm<i which arises

from the induced electron density n'(r,z).

The electron density is confined only in GaAs layers i.e. in odd layers,

so the sum for layer index ( is running in odd layers only.

The induced potential ia related to the induced charge density by

Poissons' equation

(8)

where sjj+i is the dielectric constant of the odd layers i.e. the GaAs layers.

The 2D Fourier component of the induced potential is defined by

V*"(q, z) = ~[dr V*-(r, z)exp(-iqr) (9)

Combining (l),(2) and (6)-(9) we obtain

The induced potential of the /th layer Vj (q, z) is determined by

(if ' =

0 {if / =

The complete solutions of (XI) are

- { (if / =

k + q

(10)
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where

(13)

Using the standard boundary conditions which the potential VJ^fq, z)

has to satisfy at all interfaces, we obtain

= 0

(14)

where Kr=iC2;>x/Klj i* the ratio of the dielectric constant of GaAs to that of

the Gai-zAlzAs, d2/+i and djy is the width of G&As layers and Gai_xAlgAs

layers respectively. For deriving (14) we have used the equation

the Bloch condition for periodic systems

{z =

(15)

where D=djJ+i + dzj is the width of each primary cell and K is the Bloch

index.

It is easy to calculate the coefficient determinant A of (14) and obtain

the solutions for A^-n and Bjy+i et al.

A = 4eiKD{2nrCos(KD)-2KrCosh(qdji)Cosh(qdJi+i)-{l+K*)Smh(qdij)Sinh(qdii+1)]

(16)

- 2Cosh{qdli)\

where , = ( - 1 ) - " ' , and

Bjj+i differs from -Ajj+i only in having v replaced by -nr and dii+i

replaced by -djJ+i,

As usual, we assume that the overlap between the wave functions of the

neighbouring quantum well is small and can be neglected, so we have

where

and the structure factor

where the expression of

can be simplified to

(19)

-n$m.ra + ^ n , m . m + «£.„.«•„ (20)

ln l is lengthy, but if n' = n — m' — m— 1, it

) - Cosh(QDr)}}
(21)
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and
DO _ n c,(

e(m'-m),±inl-ni-limi+ml,±(m'-n)

where Q=qdjj+i and /} — j^j- - ^aj4,al- Note that when the conditions

m'=m and n'=n bold, *(m'_m),±(B>_«) giT« 2 but 6(m<+Bt)h±(n'+n) g»v

Since the self-consistent potential V is Bum of the induced potential and

the external potential i.e. V(q, z) = V" ' (q , z)+Vind(q, z). The expectation

valueofV" ((q,*)is

>=

The quantity in the bracket of (23) is just the dielectric function

where x >s the quantity defined in (19).

(23)

(24)

3 Dispersion relation of collective excitation and

screening behaviour of superlattice in the size

quantum limit

It is expected that the dielectric function we have got in (24) for a GaAs/Gaj-z Al*As

superlattice will reduce in the appropriate limits to the well known results of

a quasi two dimensional electron system got by Lee et al and of the periodic

array of two dimensional electron layers got by Das Sarma et al.

In the size quantum limit (S.Q.L) all the electrons are confined to layers

which are so thin that the energy differences between the different subbands

are very large, intersubband transitions cannot take place at low tempera-

tures. Only the lowest aubband is occupied, i.e. in (20) n =n':=m =m'=l .

If now let djy tend to infinite and dj J + i= d , then D tends to infinite and

the Bloch index K to zero, BO we have

(25)

where iij = R%iU. This is just the dielectric function for single quasi two

dimensional electron layer got by Lee and Spector. For a pure 2D Bygtem, if

the thickness of GaAs layer d goes to zero, so fli reduce further to

*1 = ^ (26)

If in addition to the S.Q.L, let d^j — d and djj+i tend to zero, then from

(16) and (17) we have

A = - Cosh(qd)] (27)

and (20) reduces to

- Krd( Sinh(qd)
r)2? ^Cosh(qd) - Cos(Kd)'

this is just the dielectric function for the periodic array of 2D electron layers

got by Das Sarma and Quinn.

Now we are going to discuss the general circumstances. It is well known

that in small q limit, the dispersion relation of plasmon excitation can be

determined by e(q,o>) = 0. So in terms of (19) and (24), it yields

Hi (29)



The well known result in small q limit is

(30)

where m* and n, are the electron effective man and surface density of GaAs

layer respectively. Put (30) into (29), we got

(31)

where ur is the equivalent 3D plasmon frequency defined <mwp = yf^'J

Combining (20), (25), (28) and (31) the dispersion relations of collective

excitations in 2D system, Q2D system, periodic array of 2D electron layers

and the superlattice cart be determined.

For convenience to compare, we consider a Q2D system which is com-

posed of a Q2D GaAs layer surrounded by Gai-* Alr As medium with infinite

width. The width and dielectric constant of the Q2D GaAs layer, da and

Ka, are chosen to be equal to those of GaAs layers of superlattice and the

dielectric constant of the surounding Gax_xAlz As medium nt, equal to those

of Gai_zAlzAs layers of superlattice i.e. da=djj + i, *ca = Kjj+i and Kb =Ktj.

The numerical results are plotted in figure 1 in which the reduced frequency

F(qd) ~ *f- is plotted against the dimensionless wave vector qd. The pa-

rameters taken are Dr=d2j ,/<i2J+1 —1.3, Kr - 1.2. The dash dotted curve

is the plasmon dispersion relation of Q2D system, the dash curves are the

plasmon dispersion relations for periodic array of 2D electron layers and the

full curves are those of the superlattice. The upper full curve corresponds

to the results of K= 0 and the lower one, K= p .

Following Lee and Spector, we define a structure factor ^

For both Q2D system and supertattice, the second term of (24) differs from

9

that of a pure 2D system only by this factor. In terms of (20) and (25), the

structure factors for Q2D system and for GaAs/Gai-iAljAs superlattice

are calculated and plotted against qd in figure 2. The parameters taken are

same as figure 1. Dash line is the results of Q2D system and the full lines

are the results of superlattice. The upper full line corresponds to the result

of Bloch index K— 0 and the lower one to that of K — ^ . It is seen that

when qd tend to big value the structure factor of superlattice coincides with

that of the Q2D system as expected by the physical picture.

To examine the difference of screening behaviour between these systems

more carefully, as discussed in [4], we use an analytic form for static dielec-

tric function of both Q2D and superlattice system when the electron gas is

completely degenerate and obtain

j) ilq<2kF= £{q,0)=i | (32)

where a' = Kijh^/m*^ is the effective Bohr radius, Kp = \f2nn,, the 2D

Fermi wave vector for a degenerate electron gas and n,, the 2D electron

surface density. For pure 2D system, G(q) approaches 1, (32) reduces to the

expression for e'D(q,0)/*%' obtained by stern as expected.

The curves of dispersion relation of collective excitation and the structure

factor as functions of qd depend on the ratio KT and Dr only. But the static

dielectric function depends not only on the ratio Kr and Dr, but also on

the width, dielectric constant, electron effective mass and the 2D electron

surface density of the GaAs layer. So in addition to the parameters used in

figure 1 and figure 2, we take d=d23+1=100 A , K2j+i=13.6, m" = 0.067mo

and n, = 1010 cm'2 (i.e. Kpd = 0.25) and calculate the static dielectric

10
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function S(q) as a function of qd. The results are shown in figure 3. The full

curves are static dielectric function of the euperlattice and dash curve, the

Q2D system. The upper full curve corresponds to the results of the bloch

index K— 0 and the lower one, K = ^. It can be seen that the Kohn effect

take place at qd = 2kpd. When qd approaches zero the static dielectric

function of superlattice approaches to the value of 3D system, therefore it

is much larger than the value of Q2D system and when qd approaches to the

targe value, the static dielectric function of superlattice tends to the value

of Q2D system as expected.

For GaAs/Ga]_gAl,,As superlattice, the ratio of the dielectric constants

between GaAs and Gav_iAlzAs increases as x dielectric constant and width

between GsAS layers and Gai_x Al,As layers at the same time , the di-

electric function will be modified obviously. A direct comparison between the

results of ours and those got in [3] is under way.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure!. A plot of reduced frequency F(qd] = ^- as a function of the

dimensiontess wave vector qd. The dash dotted curve is the plasmon

dispersion relation of CJ2D system, the dash curves are those of the

periodic array of 2D electron layers and full curves, the superlattice.

Figure.2. A plot of structure factor G(qd) against qd for the same param-

eters <u figure 1.

Figure.3. A plot of static dielectric function S{Q) against Q=qd.
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